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Tuition bursts through the $30,000 barrier
By KERI ANNE FOX

academic resource. It will also go to repair¬
ing the damage of the January ice storm.
In addition to these physical improve¬
ments, approximately $12 million has been
designated for financial aid resources for the
coming year.

News Editor
CHRISTINE QUINAN
MICHELLLE BROKX

Staff Writers
The cost of attending Bates rises ev¬
ery year and this year it broke the $30,000.
In the 1998-1999 academic year students will
pay a comprehensive fee
of $30,070 to attend
Bates College, eat Bates
food and sleep in Bates
dorms.
The increase in
the comprehensive fee, a
total of tuition, room and
board, is 4.96% over the
1997-1998 percentage
increase of 4.5%.
This means that
the total tuition bill for
those graduatingin 2001
will exceed $120,000.

■ Cutting costs
Although the comprehensive fee went
up this year, it may have
gone even higher if
Bates had not joined
Colby and Bowdoin, our
Consortium schools to
provide services that
share costs.
in addition to
this cost cutting move,
the college is continuing
its three-year pattern of
stabilizing the number
of faculty, staff and sup¬
port personnel.
But to help re¬
tain the “terrific faculty,”
there will be a 3.5-4% projected increase in
faculty salaries during the 1998-99 fiscal
year. This will place Bates in the 95th per¬
centile of American colleges and universities.
“If we are going to keep people here,
we have to be competitive,” said Fackler.

Tuition covers
roughly seventy
three cents out of
every dollar of
the cost of a
Bates education.

■ Spending the money
Although the comprehensive fee ap¬
pears large, it is less than the total cost of
educating, feeding and housing a student:
$39,000. This means that, “Students pay
roughly seventy three cents out of every dol¬
lar,” for their education, said Peter Fackler,
treasurer and vice-president for financial af¬
fairs.
The comprehensive fee money will also
go the completion of the new academic build¬
ing, the renovation of Ladd Library, improvement/replacement/new laboratory and stu¬
dio instrumentation and computing equip¬
ment, investments in the Physical plant and

Inside

■ Bates and all the rest
While comprehensive fees from other
colleges are not universally known at this
time, a picture of Bates place among other
similar colleges can be seen by looking at
their respective 1997-98 fees.
The comprehensive fee at Bates for
1997-98 was $28,650.

“In 1997-98, Bates ranked 17 in a peer
group of 28 in terms of total charges. Bates
tends to be just slightly above the mean
[$28,084] in the peer group,” said Director
of Institutional Research James Fergerson.
The maximum comprehensive fee for

Senior gift effort underway
Accessibility trust fund chosen as gift in class referendum

Hi Mom, got bail money?
A Bates student is arrested at last
weekend’s Bath Iron Works peace
protest. Go directly to News, Page 2

Freedom of speech...
just watch what you say
John Connors looks at the state of
unfettered discourse (or the lack thereof)
at Bates in Forum, Page 6

Today Lewiston,
tomorrow the world
Bates’ second annual International
Festival brings a cosmopolitan flair to
campus in Features, Page 9

Hit the road, Jack...
.. .and don’t ya come back until you’ve
seen Marsden Hartley at the Portland
museum. Rides leave from
The Arts, Page 13

It’s awesome, baby!
March Madness hits Bates: women’s
hoop makes the NCAA second round.
NESCAC presidents, take note of
Sports, Page 14

Quote of the Week
“Heh heh, mm he heh.” — Beavis
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By ROB PELKEY

Interivi Editor-in-Chief
The results of the senior class gift ref¬
erendum are in. By a landslide, the Class of
1998 has chosen to use their class gift to cre¬
ate a trust fund to make campus buildings
more accessible to persons with disabilities.
The proposal to create an accessibil¬
ity trust fund was the clear winner of the stu¬
dent referendum which were conducted this
past Monday and Tuesday, garnering nearly
two-thirds of the vote, according to Scott
Campbell of the Development Office.
With the process of choosing a class
gift out of the way, the Senior Class Gift Com-

mittee now begins the task of raising money
for the gift. The formal start of their
fundraising effort is today. With 80 days left
until graduation, the committee has set a
participation goal of 80 percent. If met, this
goal of “80 percent in 80 days” would be a
new Bates record for a senior gift, topping
last year’s high of 72 percent.
“I’d really love to see the class pull to¬
gether and get 80 percent, or maybe break
that and set a higher percentage.... To me,
that’s the most important thing,” said
Michelle Bastien ’98, chair of the committee.
The active fundraising will not begin
for about two weeks, when the committee will
begin holding phonathons to call individual

this year was held by Swarthmore who
charged $29,500.
The minimum comprehensive fee was
found at Kenyon College which charged its
students a mere $22,720.

seniors and set up regular tables outside
Commons to take donations.
As in incentive, the committee will be
offering a class T-shirt to those who give
$19.98 or more; designs for the shirt are still
being solicited.
The “living endowment” proposal,
where the class gift proceeds would be con¬
tributed to the Bates Annual Fund, was sec¬
ond, followed by the proposal to buy addi¬
tional works for the collection of the Bates
Museum of Art, and a small number of writein votes to commission and place on the Quad
a statue of a bobcat.
James Moody, chair of the Board of
Trustees and a major benefactor of Bates,
will be issuing a challenge to the senior class,
contributing an amount to the class gift that
will depend on whether certain participation
and dollar goals are met by student contribu¬
tors. Details were unavailable at press time.

Poor attendance subject ofpoorly attended BA meeting
By MATT EPSTEIN

Interim News Editor
Several committees reported to this
week’s RA meeting which failed to meet
quorom when less than the two thirds re¬
quired representative failed to attend.
The most notable committee present
was an ad hoc committee that had convened
to discuss the attendance problem.
The ad-hoc committee asked each RA
member to sign up to speak to an
unrepresented student organization. The
idea is to encourage those groups to send
new and enthusiastic members to the RA.
These new members will, hopefully, come to
all of the meetings.

Consistent attendance would ensure
that the RA can accomplish something ev¬
ery week, which is difficult when not enough
RA members show up.
In addition, an open forum is being
planned to try to recruit new membership.
There were approximately 40 mem¬
bers at the start of the year, but several have
dropped out, bringing the number to 26, ac¬
cording to the RA minutes, compiled by then
Secretary, now President, Carrie Delmore
’00. 10-12 members were present last night.
The last order of business was a dis¬
cussion led by Vice-President David Kirby ’01
on what members wanted to see in the new
academic requirements, should any ever get
passed.

In an informal poll, a majority sup¬
ported having no requirements other then a
major to graduate.
There was strong opposition to the
core curriculum proposal. But, if there had
to be requirements, not one of the three dis¬
tribution plans had definitive support over
the other two.
The issue will be readdressed during
a week when the RA has quorum. Kirby’s
goal is to establish a position that the RA can
take to the Faculty for the student body.
The RA meets on Mondays at 7 PM in
Skelton Lounge, all are welcome.
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News
Student activists protest, get arrested
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS
Staff Writer
Ten Bates students traveled to Bath
Iron Works to participate in war protests on
February 27th and 28th. One student, sopho¬
more Matt Ensner, was arrested, along with
several activists from other organizations.
The students, organized by Bridget
Huber ’01, gathered on Friday night for a
dinner and information session presented by
Mr. and Mrs. Donnelly from Portland.
The couple recently risked a million
dollar fine and jail time by traveling to Iraq
to tour the area and distribute medication.
On Saturday the Bates group joined
about 30 other activists for a protest outside
the BIW factory, where the arrests took
place, then walked seven miles to the
Brunswick Naval Air Station in a peace
march.
■ Inspiration, protestation and arrest
The students were motivated to act by
a speaker, Harriet Nestel, who came to Bates
to share her experience and views as a long¬

time peace activist.
This inspiration, added to the expected
launch of an Aegis destroyer, led the students
to attend the weekend’s protest. The launch
would have brought many politicians and
military officers to celebrate the destroyer’s
completion.

Despite the cancellation of the launch,
the protest went ahead beginning at the Bath
Iron Works.
The Bates group was joined by stu¬
dents of the College of Atlantic, Plowshare
activists, Peace Action of New Hampshire, a
New York peace pagoda, and a Catholic

“When they [the BIW guards] touched us we
dropped to the ground... the police gave us
three warnings and theii we were arrested. ”
Matt Ensner ’00
However, the launch was postponed
due to the culmination of the United States’
problems with Iraq.
“Because of the impending crisis, the
politicians and officers could not come,” ex¬
plained Huber.

worker.
The activists began by singing a Mayan
earth prayer, distributed pamphlets to work¬
ers, and then entered the gates of the plant.
While in the parking lot of the Iron
Works, the group was ordered to leave the

Bates students named Otis Fellows
Bates College sophomores Matthew
Ensner Of Asheville, N.C., and Takeshi
Miyamoto of Tokyo, Japan, have been named
Philip J. Otis Fellows and will receive $5,000
grants for research and travel to promote'
greater understanding of environmental is¬
sues and the connection between the envi¬
ronment and spirituality.
Before spending August 1998 in
Alaska’s Denali National Forest, where he
will document his back-country experiences
in photographs and writing, Ensner will com¬
plete workshops at the Creative Photo¬
graphic Arts Center in Lewiston and the
Rockport Art Institute in Roekport, Maine.
Upon returning from Alaska, Ensner will
complete a month-long nature and environ¬
ment photography workshop at the Rockport
Art Institute. His project will conclude with
a portfolio presentation and lecture to the
Bates College community in October 1998.
Miyamoto will climb Alaska’s Mount
McKinley, North America’s highest peak at
20,320 feet, in June 1998. He also will con¬
duct interviews with area Native American
Indians and mountaineers who have climbed
Mount McKinley — also known as Denali —
to determine how the mountain and the act
of “conquering” the peak have influenced the
native culture and religion. Miyamoto’s
project will conclude with a portfolio presen¬
tation and lecture to the Bates College com¬
munity in September 1998.
Ensner, an environmental studies major with a se_ ndarv concentration in
French, u, -,een co-coordinator for the
Bates College Environmental Coalition. A
1996 graduate of Asheville High School, he
is the son of Amy Edwards and Mark Ensner
of Asheville, N.C.
Miyamoto has been a rock-climbing
instructor at Bates for new-student orienta¬
tion trips. A graduate of Deerfield (Mass.)
Academy, he is the son of Iwao and Yoko
Miyamoto of Tokyo, Japan.
Established in 1996 by Margaret V.B.
and C. Angus Wurtele, the Philip J. Otis Endowment commemorates their son, Philip, a
member of the Bates class of 1995, who died
attempting to rescue an injured climber on
Mount Rainier in August 1995. Otis was
deeply concerned about nurturing a sense of
responsibility for the natural environment,
and the endowment sponsors opportunities

for study, exploration and reflection by stu¬
dents, faculty and other members of the
Bates community. The endowment also sup¬
ports an annual lectureship on environmen¬
tal issues and the spiritual and moral dimen¬
sions of ecology.

private property. While some protesters left,
others refused. They were then arrested and
charged and charged with misdemeanor
criminal trespass.
“We thought that it was our right to
inspect such weapons of mass destruction,”
said Ensner. “When they [the BIW guards]
torched us we dropped to the ground ... the
police gave us three warnings and then we
were arrested.”
■ The protest proceeds
The remaining Bates students and
other participants then walked seven miles
to the Brunswick Naval Air Station. There
were more onlookers at the naval station.
“That was great. There were officers driv¬
ing by giving us the peace sign,” recalled
Huber.
Huber considered the experience to be
a positive one and plans to organize other
events focused on peace. Huber was happy
about the participation of fellow students and
hopes to organize another group to attend
the Jerico march in Washington D.C. in late
March.

Junior Advisor Selections
1998-1999
Andrew Blicharz
Camilla Brooks
Shannon Browher
Frederick Brown
Sarah Cannon
Amanda Colby
Michael Comer
Babette Davis
Cortney Foster
Michael Foster
Matthew Frizzell
Mona Ghazi-Moghadam
James Hanley
Christopher Hurld
Matthew Kaulbach
Michael Kitces
Lauri Mancinelli
Peter Mason
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Kristen Massimine
Christopher Mathien
Katharine Mills ,
Christopher Morris
Kelly Murphy
Timothy Norsworthy
Rebecca Ohle
Tania Riismandel
Sarah Roberts
Laura Rothman
Frances Schamberg
Megan Shelley
Douglas Smart
Adam Thompson
Benjamin Trafton
Paul Urbanezyk
James Wilson

\

•
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Matt Ensner ’00.

College Relations photo

SEMESTER ABROAD IN COSTA RICA
The Organization for Tropica! Studies (OTSj ana DufeeAiniversity are
accepting applications for the Fall 1 998 semester for a field-oriented,
science based semester abroad program in Costa Rica. Students
earn 1 6 credit hours in tropical ecology, environmental science and policy,
field research methods, and Spanish language and culture.
Credits may be transferred from Duke University.
•

hands-on experiential learning • independent field projects
• cultural immersion • extended stays at remote field sites
• home stays • extensive travel to diverse ecosystems
For brochure and application materials, contact

Organization for Tropical Studios, Duke University
Tel.: (91 9) 684-5774; Email: <nao@acpub.duke.edu>
http://www.ots.duke.edu

Application deadline for 1998 Fall semester is
March 20, 1998.

X
Takeshi Miyamoto ’00.

College Relations photo

... A consortium of universities providing leadershij> in education, research
and the responsible use oj natural resources in the tropics.

—
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U-Wire: College news from around the country
Class action suit fuels ‘smoking ’ fire

New survey says student leaders often paid

JUSTIN ROHATINSKY—The Daily Universe
(Brigham Young U.)

BETH POLLEY—The Daily Free Press (Bos¬
ton U.)

Two local lawyers are representing a
group of some 30,000 minors who are suing
tobacco companies for just over 2 billion dol¬
lars.
B. Seth Bailey and his father H. Deloyd
Bailey filed a class action lawsuit last month
on behalf of two eighteen year olds and a
seventeen year old. The suit asks for dam¬
ages to be paid by nineteen major tobacco
companies of up to $75,000 for each of the
30,000 plaintiffs.
“The suit is based on five specific
causes of action, or reasons behind the suit.
The plaintiffs will be suing for battery, negli¬
gent misrepresentation, fraud, negligence,
and strict product liability,” Bailey said.
The plaintiffs got the idea to sue when
new research came out on how the tobacco
industry specifically targets minors in their
advertising. “They gotupset and now they’re
going to try to give the tobacco industry what
it deserves,” said B. Seth Bailey.
According to Bailey there are currently
19 similar suits filed across the country so it

is not a new thing. “The thing that is differeHtabout this one is that the plaintiffs in this
case are all minors. They all feel that they
have been affected by the tobacco industries
advertising, whether it be them personally
or their friends and family,” Bailey said.
Bailey said that questions will come up
as to whether or not advertising is the cause
of these kids problems. “People think that
kids just do it to be cool, which might be the
case. What these kids are saying is not that
it wasn’t their fault, to them it is a question
of ethics. What these companies did was un¬
ethical and wrong and that’s why they’re
suing.”
“A class action lawsuit is when a few
named people represent a much larger group
of people who are all wanting to sue for the
same thing. It is a difficult thing to coordi¬
nate because there are so many people, so
the coordination is what we’re working on
right now,” said Bailey.
Bailey said that what he wants to ac¬
complish through all of this is to alter the
way that people behave and the way that
minors and the tobacco companies see smok¬
ing.

Ins and outs ofpom: looking at the biz
LAURA TAFLINGER — Indiana Daily Stu¬
dent (Indiana U.)
While drinking iced coffee during a
break on the set of a pornographic film, soci¬
ologist Sharon Abbott was surprised when
an actor came up behind the actress she was
speaking with and began having sex with her.
Undisturbed, the actress kept talking to

to producers, Abbot found people enter the
pornography industry for five main reasons:
money, fame, sociability and friends, freedom
and independence, and violating social
norms. Although most pornography careers
last an average of two years, the longer a
person stays in the industry, they seeks sta¬
tus, respect and a larger fan base.
Abbott said she was surprised to dis¬

Abbott as the man worked to maintain his
erection for the upcoming sex scene.
That was simply one of many bizarre
moments for Abbott, who spent the summer
of 1996 doing field work in the pornography
industry in the
California San Fernando Valley. She shared
her often humorous stories
Tuesday in a lecture titled “Getting In and
Staying In: Motivations for Starting and
Maintaining a Career in Pornography.”
Abbott, a sociology professor at
Wittenberg University in Ohio, obtained her
doctorate at IU last year. She became inter¬
ested in studying the pornography industry
when she was sitting in the IU Law Library
reading an
article about lesbian por¬
nography. She said while there has been a
lot ofresearch on the effects of pornography,
hardly any has been done on thepeople in¬
volved in the porn industry or how pornog¬
raphy is made, produced and marketed.
Because sociological sex research is
so stigmatized, Abbott said people either look
down at her research or assume she’s per¬
sonally involved in pornography. Interview¬
ing people from actors and makeup artists

cover how routine and banal the days on the
movie sets were. Most of the production staff
hung around eating or talking, not paying
attention to the actors, and the camera op¬
erators appeared uninterested and would
snack while filming. Sex scenes are often
filmed in several parts, and the actors must
break for camera angle changes or makeup
repairs. To stay ready between the breaks,
the actors casually masturbate or have sex
for a few minutes, as the coffee-drinking
woman did.
While women outnumber men in the
pornography industry and make twice as
much money acting, men are far more likely
to move up to higher-status positions such
as director or producer. Abbott said this was
the “glass escalator” effect that is often seen
in female-dominated fields.
Females can dictate what acts they will
do and who they will work with, but their
careers are dependent on their attractive¬
ness. To maintain a career, many are re¬
quired to have cosmetic surgery, from breast
implants to liposuction. Men actors have less
creative control in the industry, but can work
as long as they can “keep it up.”

From full tuition to annual salaries
topping $10,000, universities across the
country are offering student government
leaders compensation for their efforts.
Student Leader magazine recently sur¬
veyed 150 public and private universities; of
those, 88 percent gave some type of compen¬
sation to student government leaders.
Schools offer stipends, scholarships
and cash so students can concentrate on stu¬
dent government without having to worry
about part-time jobs, said Butch Oxendine,
editor of Student Leader. Paying students
also increases interest and professionalism,
he said.
“Students are expected to put in 60
hours a week and handle multi-million dol¬
lar budgets,” Oxendine said.
At Boston University, where student
government leaders do not receive any type
of compensation, Student Union members
said some form of compensation isn’t such a
bad idea.
“It’s a really good idea to encourage a
higher caliber,” said Union President Meghan
Fay, a junior in the College of Communica¬
tion. “With not being paid you get students
who are dedicated, but it’s definitely a 40hour week.”
BU administrators maintain that in¬
volvement in student government should not
be prompted by pay.

“The students who are involved do it
because they enjoy it,” said Elmore.
Elmore conceded that some students
may not be able to run for Union or Senate
positions because they need to hold part-time
jobs, but she said that doesn’t justify mak¬
ing the jobs paid positions.
“It’s a decision each student needs to
make,” Elmore said.
Elmore said she is concerned that ex¬
tending pay to all student leaders might shift
their priorities. Salaries or stipends might
force student leaders to chose between be¬
ing loyal to those who elected them and those
who pay their salaries, she said.
But that’s not the case, according to
students at the University of South Florida,
where top student government members are
paid $10,937 a year. Student leaders never
lose sight of their loyalties, they said.
“Student government is a voice for the
students, to the administrations and sena¬
tors in Florida who handle higher education
needs,’’said Elain Bispo, a fiscal coordinator
for the school’s student government. “They
don’t just do the fun stuff, they do the hard
stuff, too.”
South Florida’s student government
has complete control over its $4.5 million
budget, Bispo said. The money goes to fi¬
nance an extensive array of programs, in¬
cluding a student escort service, a computer
lab, and the cost for students to lobby the
state government over issues of importance
to them.

Internet Attack Strikes Computers
RYAN OLSON — The Guardian (U. California-San Diego)
Thousands of computers nationwide
crashed after an Internet-based attack on
Monday.
The attack affected computers running
the Microsoft Windows 95 operating
systemand Windows NT — a popular oper¬
ating system among larger computer net¬
works.
Problems were reported at all Univer¬
sity of California campuses and the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
Other affected sites included the Massachu¬
setts Institute of Technology, Northwestern
University and several federal government
sites - including some unclassified Navy com¬
puters.
The San Diego Union-Tribune reported
experts saying that only a deliberate act
could have caused the far-flung glitches. It is
not known whether the attack was intended
to be a prank or a serious effort to compro¬
mise sensitive data.
The attack was considered harmless
by experts because users affected could re-
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start their computers without a loss of data.
“The cause of the problem is a badly
formatted piece of data, a TCP/IP packet, that
is sent to the machine,” said James Madden,
manager of Network Operations at UCSD’s
Academic Computing Services (ACS).
Madden said that the best way that users can
prevent falling victim to a similar incident in
the future is to install the most current ver¬
sions of software and to backup data. “Be¬
cause it is misconstructed, the machine’s
operating system, Windows for example,
goes into a loop. Finally, the machine runs
out of memory and crashes with the so-called
blue screen.”
Microsoft released a patch in January
that fixed the problem, but did not actively
promote the installation of the upgrade un¬
til Monday’s incident.
“One of the challenges of trying to
manage an academic network, like the one
at UCSD, is that we want people to have ac¬
cess to stuff that they are interested in,”
Madden said. “But along with providing that
access comes the possibility that someone
will run across something that will break
their machine.”

Job outlook great for 1998 grads, especially in technological fields
ALEX ORTOLANI — Daily Northwestern
(Northwestern U.)
A booming job market will greet 1998
graduates interested in technology-related
fields.
A lack of engineering and computer
science majors has job recruiters scrambling
to find new employees. Current offers for
graduating seniors are as high as $50,000
including bonuses of 10 percent to 20 per¬
cent.
A 40 percent decrease in computer
science and engineering majors during a
shift from an industrial-based economy to
one of service information increased the de¬
mand for technology majors, said Bill Banis,
NU director of career services.
Liberal arts majors are also benefit¬

ing from the demand to fill
technological jobs. Job Outlook ’98, a survey
conducted by the National
Association of Colleges and Employers, said
the starting salaries for
graduating liberal arts majors has increased
6.5 percent since last year,
to an average of $28,875.
Companies are willing to train gradu¬
ates of all majors to fill open
positions, said Camille Luckenbaugh, direc¬
tor of employment information at NACE.
“Liberal arts majors are attractive to
employers because they come prepared with
communication skills and the ability to learn
technical skills,” Luckenbaugh said.
She compared the current job market
to a trickle-down effect.
“The open slots in the technological

market are attracting those who would oth¬
erwise be going into marketing or business,
which creates even more jobs for other
graduates to fill,” she said
CAS senior and psychology major Phil
Jessel recently received a job from Electronic
Data Systems, a large technological company
in Detroit, Mich. Jessel said EDS will pay to
put him through a 9- to 18-month training
period with a salary of $40,000 to $50,000,
plus benefits and relocation expenses.
“My psychology majo r was completely
irrelevant to the job,” Jessel said.
Jessel attributed his success to his
knowledge of computers as well as his lead¬
ership post in the Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian
Alliance and his Residenr Assistant position.
The lack of computer science majors
is causing somewhat of a crisis for busi¬

nesses desperate for experienced employees.
The Clinton administration has reported
spending $28 million in 1997 to train new
workers, and the Department of Education
said that although there was a slight increase
in computer science majors, it is not enough.
Technological recruiter for ITS Tech¬
nology Inc., Chad Fengley, said he looks to
hire graduates with job market experience.
“I look for students who have two years
or more of experience with
internships or co-oping,” Fengley said. “Ex¬
perience in computer design is
also an attractive attribute.”
“With the way things are going, the de¬
mand for technological jobs will be there,”
Luckenbaugh said. “I can’t see that chang¬
ing in the next 10 years; if anything, it will
become even more c minant.”

The Needle: Breaking the Bates Bubble
Compiled by MATT BROMLEY
Staff Writer

Mohamed Said al-Sahhaf,
must soon meet with Kofi Annan in New York
in order to discuss a new program of
distribution of supplies. The UN Security
Council adopted, on the twenty first of Feb¬
ruary, a unanimous resolution authorizing
Iraq to export oil for 5.2 million dollars per
semester in order to finance importation of
products of primary necessity for the popu¬
lation struck by the embargo.
Iraq, until the present, was not autho¬
rized to export more than two million per
semester, according to a program put in place
since December 1996. The third phase of this
program began in December, 1997 and ter¬
minated in July, 1998.

Translated from TF1 Infos website at:
http://www.tfl.fr/cgi-bin/tfl/
maj.cgi?infos&sommairefr.htm
■ Israel — Retreat of Israeli troupes.
Israel will be ready to evacuate south¬
ern Libya, according to UN
resolution 425, if the Beirut government
agrees to “put into place security arrange¬
ments,” declared President Benjamin
Netanyahu.
UN Security Council resolution 425,
which dates to 1978, stipulates that Israel
must pull back “without delay” its troops
from Libyan territory. Without
envisaging a “unilateral retreat which aug¬
ments the attacks from Hezbollah against
Galilee,” in the north of Israel, Israel no
longers demand a formal fashion of a peace
treaty and normalization.

■ Belgium
rested.

Six Islamists presumed ar-

■ Germany — Strike by the homeless.
Thousands demonstrated all over Ger¬
many thursday. For the second day of
national action the unemployed of Germany
demonstrated in front of Banks,
employment offices, or stock markets. These
demonstrations coincide with the
publication of unemployment statistics in
Germany. The unemployment rate stayed at
a record high in February. According the
Office of Work 12.6 % of the active popula¬
tion is touched by the phenomenon counting
4,819 thousand people.
Unemployment organizations hope to
mobilize more than 40,000 people
who descended into the street last February
5th.
■ Pakistan — Hundreds of deaths.

A fusillade exploded in the center of
Bruxelles Thursday morning
according to Gendarme investigation in the
Islamic quarter. At their arrival the
Gendarmes were met by shots from high cali¬
ber weapons. One of the Islamists was pre¬
sumed to have been lightly wounded.
A seventh person, armed with a
Kalachnikov, was found still
entrenched in the midday in the floor of a
house situated in the popular quarter of
Ixelles. He could be Farid Melouk, a French¬
man of Algerian origin, condemned, by acci¬
dent, last months to seven years of seclusion
in Paris.
The identities of the militants were not
revealed. According to
Belgium media the people arrested were sus¬
pected of consorting with members of the
system of logistic support of Chasse-surRhone in France.

■ UN/Iraq — The Americans doubt the effi¬
cacy of a long-term agreement with Iraq.
According to a poll in last Saturday’s
Newsweek magazine 55 % of
Americans judge the agreement useless for
avoiding an American military action
against Iraq but 61 °/o think that this will not
permit a long-term regulation of the crisis.
More than three of four Americans (79 %)
estimate that the United States will “prob¬
ably” or “very probably” make a military at¬
tack against Iraq within the next 12 months
because Saddam Hussein will not respect the
arrangements.
Elsewhere, the chief of Iraqi diplomacy,

Seventy bodies were recovered after
floods which have victimized
the South-West of Pakistan since the begin¬
ning of the week; and the number of missing
persons is estimated to be at 300.
The definitive count will probably be
in the hundreds but it is,
for the instant, impossible to evaluate the
number due to difficulties of the terrain.
Approximately 3,000 houses have been
swept away by the floods in
Turbat and its surrounding area. The floods
have left at least 25,000 homeless and
enormous help support is being undertaken
by the army and marines.
■ Sri Lanka — Bus bombed in Colombo.
Thirty two people were killed and 250
others wounded Thursday in a bombing
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in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka.
A bus exploded as it was touring the
quarter of Maradana at noon.
The bus was not transporting passengers.
Many vehicles were damaged. A pedestrian
footbridge leading from the train station was
partially destroyed. The force of the bomb was
such that the explosion was heard all over the
city.
The attack is attributed to Tamoul sepa¬
ratists, the Tigers of Liberation of Eelam
Tamoul.
■ Iraq — Inspections
An important team of UN disarmament
inspectors directed by the American Scott
Ritter that Iraq prevented from doing its job
last January returned to Baghdad last Thurs¬
day.
A responsible Iraqi indicated that the
team expected in the afternoon on board a
flight from the provenance of Bahrain con¬
tained more than 50 people.
Alan Dacey, from the UN, announced
that this team will not inspect “presidential
sites” which were described in the accord be¬
tween Iraq and Secretary
General of the UN Kofi Annan the twenty third
of February.

Bates receives
$500,000 Keck
award
A $500,000 grant from the WM. Keck
Foundation of Los Angeles awarded to Bates
College will support the construction of an
innovative “kaleidoscope” classroom in the
college’s new $18-million academic building,
scheduled for completion in the summer of
1999.
The new academic building will in¬
clude a 125-seat lecture hall, known as the
“kaleidoscope” classroom because of its
multiple and flexible seating arrangements
complemented by computer-controlled capa¬
bilities, including state-of-the art video
conferencing and computer display.
“The college is honored to receive this
distinguished award which enables Bates to
build a critical component in its new aca¬
demic building,” Bates College President
Donald W Harward said.
A five-level structure of 91,000 square
feet, the new academic building will provide
teaching spaces, faculty offices, laboratories
and other facilities required by 11 depart¬
ments and interdisciplinary programs. The
building will link programs and departments
now physically dispersed and inadequately
housed on the outskirts of campus, promot¬
ing a new level of faculty and student inter¬
action.
W.M. Keck established the W.M. Keck
Foundation in 1954 as a philanthropic insti¬
tution that would apply creativity and imagi¬
nation to provide farreaching benefits for
humanity in the disciplines of science, engi¬
neering, medical research and higher edu¬
cation. Since its creation, the Los Angeles
based foundation’s top priority has been
identifying and supporting endeavors which,
if successful, could lead to breakthrough dis¬
coveries and the development of new tech¬
nologies.

Only 45 days
until Short Term.
Come on,
get happy.
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Bates receives
MLK award
Bates College has received the 1998 Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Corporate Award
given annually by the Portland NAACP to a
coporation or orgnaization exemplifying the
philosophies of the late civil rights leader.
Awarded at the 17th annual Martin
Luther King Jr. breakfast celebration in Port¬
land last month, the award cites Bates’s com¬

mitment to and leadership in “providing pro¬
fessional employment and access to educa¬
tion for people of color.”
In recognition of the college’s achieve¬
ments, the National Association for the Ad¬
vancement of Colored People praised the
college’s recruitment of faculty, staff and stu¬
dents and of color, as well as hosting promi¬
nent speakers of color on campus. “Bates has
several African-American chairs of depart¬
ments and dean of students which means
that African-Americans are visible in the
administrative ranks of the college,” the
award citation read.
Joanna Lee accepted the award.

...pushing the salmanilla envelope

West Paris student
named Ruggles
Scholar at Bates
Melissa Vining of West Paris has been
named Bates College’s 1997-98 Ruggles
Scholar, a fellowship awarded to a junior for
academic excellence in the liberal arts and
sciences. Vining is the third Maine resident
in four years to earn the distinction.
A chemistry major with a secondary
concentration in French, Vining will use the
$1,000 fellowship to fund her senior thesis
as well as to attend a number of scholarly
conferences to discuss the thesis findings.
Vining has worked for two summers
in the laboratory of Dana Professor of Chem¬
istry Thomas Wenzel, Vining’s thesis adviser,
who praised her work ethic, ability to think
independently and common sense in the re¬
search lab. “Her interpersonal skills, matu¬
rity, enthusiasm and integrity make her a
person of rare character,” Wenzel said.
The granddaughter of Ruth Hazelton
of West Paris, Vining is a 1994 graduate of
Oxford Hills High School, where she credited
Kayla Zomlefer, a science teacher, for inspir¬
ing her interest in chemistry “She had an
enthusiasm that was somewhat contagious.
She really inspired me,” Vining said.
Zomlefer left Oxford Hills in 1995 to attend
Harvard Medical School. It was Zomlefer who
introduced Vining to Wenzel.
Vining’s research involves creating
chemical compounds able to distinguish be¬
tween two amino acids, identical in every
respect chemically and physically, except
that one is a useful pharmaceutical, while the
other is a deadly toxin.
With her sights set on entering a Ph.D.
program, Vining plans to pursue a career in
analytical and biological chemistry. “I like the
ideaof tryingto solve a problem, getting front
one place to another,” Vining said. “You can
achieve a goal that makes a difference, per¬
haps a large difference.”

Area residents receive
Bates College Class of
1997 Scholarships

“...concoctions of heaviness and hooks, with hints of
psychedelica thrown in. Jimmie's Chicken Shack doesn’t sound
like any other band...” - Request
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See them live at
The Asylum on March 11
Portland

Christopher J. Gousse of Lewiston and
Brian H. Houston of Poland have been named
inaugural recipients of a Bates College schol¬
arship fund awarded annually to children of
Bates employees.
The endowed Bates College Class of
1997 Scholarship Fund, established last May
by the 1997 graduating class, gives prefer¬
ence to children of hourly employees in sec¬
retarial services, physical plant, custodial
services, security and dining services.
Gousse, a senior at Lewiston High
School, will use his $500 scholarship to help
defray the cost of tuition at Wyoming Tech¬
nical Institute of Technology, where he will
study business and automobile body repair
and custom painting. He is the son of Dan
and Diane Gousse of Sabattus and Kathy and
Donald Arsenault of Lewiston. Arsenault,
Gousse’s mother, is secretary to the dean of
admissions at Bates.
Houston, a senior geology major at the
University of Maine, will use his $500 schol¬
arship to help finance a three-week geology
field trip to the Himalayan mountains in
June. He is the son of Joan Houston, a secre¬
tary in the physical plant department at
Bates, and Homer Houston of Poland.
The Class of 1997 Scholarship Fund
was established through the traditional Se¬
nior Gift effort undertaken by each graduat¬
ing class at Bates. The Class of 1997 raised
$19,000, the largest Senior Gift ever, which
was matched by Dr. Helen A. Papaioanou, a
1949 Bates graduate and college trustee.
Seventy percent of the class participated in
the gift effort, also a Bates record.
In announcing the gift last spring, Se¬
nior Gift chair Stuart Abelson of Andover,
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After entering Bates, Vining decided
to pursue research rather than medicine.
“You can reach more people as a re¬
searcher,” she said. “Being a doctor is one
of the final stages of medicine, a field where
there are many more questions now than
answers.” She’d like to help provide those
answers through research. “Perhaps some¬
thing I eventually do one day will be impor¬
tant, not just put down and forgotten,” Vining
said.
Vining was named a Dana Scholar af¬
ter her first year at Bates. She also is a
dean’s list student, junior adviser and mem¬
ber of the softball team.
The Ruggles Scholars Program was
established in 1995 through a generous gift
from Robert T. and Francine Pare Ruggles,
the parents of Anne Ruggles Parisier, M.D.,
Bates class of 1983. The Ruggles Scholar
program recognizes exceptional under¬
graduate achievement and offers encourage¬
ment and incentive to further cultivate this
record of merit. The inaugural Ruggles
Scholar was Nancy Sullet of Auburn in the
fall of 1995.

Ruggles Scholar Melissa Vining. College Relations Photo

Mass., said the fund is an expression of grati¬
tude. “We are very pleased to honor those
who befriended us and contributed so posi¬
tively to our Bates experience. We hope that
this fund reminds everyone who works,
learns, and teaches here that what is most
important about Bates College is Bates
people.”
The Class of 1997 Scholarship Fund
supports a broad range of learning opportu¬
nities, including tuition support for second¬
ary or post secondary education at the insti¬
tution of the designee’s choice. Eligibility for
a Class of 1997 scholarship is limited to chil¬
dren of Bates staff with priority given to
hourly employees in secretarial services,
physical plant, custodial services, security
and dining services. Nominations for sdjj^J?;
arships are directed to a committee ccftoposed of Bates employees that makes one or
more scholarship awards annually.

Bates receives $1millim Libra grant
The Maine-based Libra Foundation
founded by Elizabeth Noyce has awarded
Bates College a $l-million grant to support
the construction of the college’s new $18million academic building, scheduled for
completion in the summer of 1999.
“It is a particular honor to receive a
grant from the Libra Foundation, which has
such strong ties to Maine,” said Bates Presi¬
dent Donald W. Harward.
Maine philanthropist Elizabeth Noyce
established The Libra Foundation in 1989 as
an independent foundation in charitable giv¬
ing. Before her death in 1996 at the age of
65, Noyce bestowed millions of dollars on
Maine universities, hospitals and museums.
Write for News. Stay up past 4:37 AM.
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Author urges students to speak their mind at any cost
Junior advocates the use of any means necessary to get your point across, claims Bates “avoids the offensive”
By JOHN CONNORS
Staff Writer
“The ultimate responsibility for
freedom is personal. Our freedoms today
are not so much in danger because people
are consciously trying to take them away
from us as they are in danger because we
forget to use them..IYeedom unexercised
may become freedom forfeited.”
- Margaret Chase Smith
So you’re a little afraid to speak up?
I’m not surprised. If you’re anything the
majority of people in
our fine institution,
then you are afraid
to voice opinion. You
are cowed into the
curtailing of what
you want to say into
something more
watered
down,
something socially
neutral
and
unoffensive. Ask
yourself why.
I think its taught to us here. Pace it
guys, we live in a place who’s image is
dependant upon avoiding the offensive. We
don’t like to rock the boat here at the pris¬
tine majority white suburbanite gap kid col¬
lege. It’s a wonderful place this Bates com¬
munity, so why ruin it? If you think that
things are fine, keep them that way by keepingyour mouth shut. But if you’re concerned
about your handicapped neighbor’s ability to
get inside a building, if you’re bothered by
the way there are so few Blacks, Latinos, and
other minorities here at Bates, then say
something.
Have you ever noticed how discussion

makes things happen? Call it progressive,
call it radical, call it reformist, call it rabble
rousing, discussion facilitates change. Dis¬
cussion doesn’t have to be nice either. It can
be loud and angry, it can be pornographic and
sexual, it can be subversive and casual. By
that same token, discussion can be quiet and
organized, polite and gentle, chaste and re¬
stricted. But we don’t have a lack of the po¬
lite and restricted discussion at Bates. What
we do have is a virtual absence of any pas¬
sionate and courageous opinion.
Be offensive. I give you my permission.
Thou shalt have the
liberty to use profan¬
ity when called upon
to. Exercise your
right to have a posi¬
tion that angers, that
offends, and that is
passionate about
anything. Don’t be
AFRAID. So many of
us are. I have friends
that were afraid to
exercise their right to vote on the recent gay
rights referendum. It wasn’t that they were
ideologically opposed to it, nor was it that
they thought they should be voting in their
home state. They were afraid to voice their
opinion through their vote. They didn’t want
to be looked at by the “townies” staring at
them as they registered.
It takes guts, real courage, to stand
behind what you believe in public. I get stared
at when I register to vote and I do it anyway.
People look at me with mean and patroniz¬
ing stares when I advocate positions I’m pas¬
sionate about, but I do it anyway. I make sure
to stand for what I believe in because I re¬
spect myself. Are we lacking in that here at

Thou shalt
have the
liberty to use
profanity when
called upon to.

Bates? Maybe we’re so afraid that we don’t
get involved in controversial issues. I know
Batesies who privately advocate brave posi¬
tions on abortion, on euthanasia, on profes¬
sors, and on hundreds of topics that look at
me with fear when I ask them to speak out
the same way in class.
Am I asking you to be impolite? YES.
You can be polite all the time if you wish, but
don’t be so polite that you don’t express your
truest feelings on something. Sometimes it
is not only OK, but necessary, that you be
impolite in order to get a point across to oth¬
ers. Pair people re¬
spect not only po¬
liteness, but cour¬
age and honesty. If
they are fair, and
many times be fore¬
warned that they
are not, they will
believe in you and
consider
your
point.
Speak out.
Become frustrated. Get yelled at, be criticized
unfairly, be embarrassed, be forced to jus¬
tify yourself to others and to defend what you
believe. But don’t keep silent. The saying is
“SILENCE = DEATH.” The impact of that is
that if no one hears your voice, if no one sees
you act, then you do not have a voice. You
and your opinion do not exist to others. Your
silence is akin to being dishonest with your¬
self.
Your rights have limits. Remember
that. I am not giving freedom of license in
this article. You cannot make another per¬
son afraid. There is no right to create fear
for another. You do not have the right to per¬
sonally hurt another through speech or to

slander another’s reputation. If you do not
know the facts on something then don’t take
an authoritative stance on them. In other
words; know your stuff, and don’t create ru¬
mors.
Am I sayingyou should disrespect oth¬
ers opinions? No. But respect for the other
should not negate your voice. Respect for
other’s opinions means three things to me;
listen completely, consider as objectively as
possible (you may be wrong), and return to
what they have to say later. Respect thenopinion as much as your own, but don’t be
necessarily submis¬
sive, and don’t be
afraid to disagree.
Perhaps what
I’m really so disgusted
about is our dispas¬
sionate we are here at
Bates. When I say
“passionate” I’m not
talking about what
you do in bed (al¬
though I hope that’s
passionate for you as well). What I am talk¬
ing about is spirit, fire, anger, lust, hope, or
any of the other strong feelings that give sin¬
cerity and inspiration to our positions and
opinions. We don’t have that in our day to
day discussions here. I think we languish in
the fear of offending. That fact is incredibly
ironic, what with Bates being an American
liberal arts college. If free speech is supposed
to have any home at all in the world it’s in
places like Bates.
Because of our fear of offending with
frankness, we are cowards. I am too. I’ve
kept silent within when I was bursting at the

Because of our
fear of
offending with
frankness,
we are cowards.
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Cheesy movies and disrespectful partiers

Editorial

End the excesses
Monday evening Dr. Henry Weschler of the Harvard School of Public Health,
spoke on the effects of binge drinking aftf.S. colleges and universities. His
study of 140 campuses revealed that 20% of the students consume 66% of all
alcohol drunk by college students. It is this 20% that Weschler defines as binge
drinkers (5 or more drinks in a row). Moreover, he claims that 87% of non-binge
drinkers report that they are adversely affected by binge drinkers.
Bates College is not immune to the effects of binge drinking on this cam¬
pus. Many of the editors of this newspaper have witnessed the damages result¬
ing from students drinking in excess, whether it be the vomiting of a barely
coherent drunk or the collective terrorization of a dorm by a so-called athletic
club intent on punching holes in walls and force feeding beer upon unsuspect¬
ing team members who reside within the dorm in question.
Weschler advocated requiring frequent binge drinkers to assist in the clean¬
up and/or repair of the damages the college suffers from their actions. Such a
program would undoubtedly result in reduced damage and disturbance, con¬
sider suffering from a hangover on your hands and knees in a puddle of vomit
the morning after a drunken rampage. Seriously, alcohol does not necessarily
induce destructive activity (alcohol is a depressant by its very nature), but rather
is used as an excuse for such activity by those who lack maturity to care about
what they do and those who are left behind to clean it up.
Simply charging a student some small amount for repair services doesn’t
cut the mustard, especially when daddy’s deep pocket covers the debt. A sys¬
tem of accountability must be put in place, whereby some the childish ranting
and ravings of career drunks will not go unanswered. One student at Weschler’s
speech claimed that you cannot prevent a 21 year old from drinking, so bother¬
ing to address their binge drinking was a waste of time. This makes as much
sense as saying that a 16 year old has the right to drive, regardless of whether
or not they exceed the speed limit by twenty miles per hour. This is a matter of
excess, not rights. Should rights be discussed, why not mention those that pro¬
tect people form the excesses of others, regardless of their age.
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The Bates Student is published weekly by the students of Bates College when the
college is in session. Editorials represent opinions of the editorial board. Views ex¬
pressed in individual columns, features and letters are solely those of the author.
As the section name suggests, the opinion pages of The Student are intended to be an
open forum for the Bates community. To this end, we invite members of the commu¬
nity to contribute to it.
Letters to theEditor must be received on Wednesday at 7 p.m. if they are to be consid¬
ered for publication in the next issue on Friday. All letters must be signed, but under
special circumstances the newspaper may withhold names upon request. People may
deliver single-spaced, typed letters to 224 Chase Hall, or mail them to The Bates Stu¬
dent, 309 Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240. They may also submit letters on a 3.5inch computer disk, or by e-mail to soleary@abacus.bates.edu.
The Bates Student reserves the right not to print letters, and to edit letters for length
and clarity.

To the Editor:
what really pisses me off is that no one re¬
During my three years at Bates I have ally seemed to notice him, or care. This
seen many important and influential letters brought to mind all the criticism I have seen
to the editor of The Bates Student. Among lately against the faculty or the administra¬
them have been issues like parking, and with tion here about anything from class elections
that we all know that lives are hanging in to parking to the drinking policy.
the balance... and occasionally the issue that
I think we need to focus a little. There
is most crucial to the survival of the human are bigger issues in life, and in the world,
race; the drinking policy here on campus. I and at Bates, than who will plan the events
know that this is of a lower caliber than ei¬ of Senior Week, or where people get to park.
ther of these poignant issues, but alas, I shall Oh the horrors that alcohol is almost totally
exercise my much celebrated, if not often accessible, in stead of readily available. Can
abused, freedom of speech. I too will add we just think about how we sound. There
my name to the list of people that have writ¬ are real issues. All of them come back to one
ten of important issues here at Bates.
simple concept: RESPECT. Be it for differ¬
At about 10:30 pm on last Saturday ent sexual preferences, or different genders,
night I was staying in, enjoying a few cheesy or races, or people’s ideas, or rights, or just
movies with my girl friend. I heard the deep property... and we sit here and complain
thrum of a diesel engine, accompanied by a about drinking issues, and elections that af¬
flashing of lights outside my Moulton House fect.... no one... and to top off a week of hard
window. Curious, and in the midst of rewind¬ work, we throw bottles onto a street for the
ing a less than classic horror movie, I went mere purpose of making sure that Newton
to see what had brought these flashing lights got it right.
to my little part of the world. UFO’s it was
I say “we,” because it is all of us. No
not,.nor was it even a fire alarm, but instead one can say, “it isn’t me.” It is. By not stop¬
it was a lone public works employee in a yel¬ ping it, we are all accomplices. I am as guilty
low truck with a
as anyone who is here
broom. He stooped in
that doesn’t say, “hey,
Letters to the Editor
his bright orange
come on. How about
sweatshirt and picked
just drinking tonight
up broken glass, and bottles that had miracu¬ instead of destroying property.” We are not
lously survived their flight from across the spoiled children. At least that is what we
street. Inside Pierce House a party raged, want everyone to think. But acting like
the music drifting up to my room, and that spoiled children does very little for these
lone worker began to sweep in long, almost causes. If you have a need to scream, than
sorrowful, strides across Frye Street.
scream. That is everyone’s right, but do not
I thought about how much it must suck scream fire in a crowded movie theater.
to have to come out on a Saturday night at
There is more at stake. There are
nearly eleven to clean up after someone who people struggling to feed their children at the
has not yet learned that when thrown, glass Decoster Egg Farm, and we just sit here is
tends to break and wreak havoc on the tires perfect hedonism and throw bottles in per¬
of the passing car (and is quite the eye sore fect gluttony, and scream fire into a crowded
to boot). Perhaps I am just a little too cyni¬ room. Respect. Not only for ourselves, but
cal, or maybe I am too polite, but it seems to for our fellows. I hate to seem like a cliche,
me, that the public works employee should but what ever happened to “love thy self as
not have been the one out there cleaning the thy neighbor?” I leave you with a quote by
street. Then I must ask, as should you, why the naturalist, John Muir; “Let no one say it,
and say it to your shame, ‘that all was beauty
didn’t I just go out there and help him?
I wanted to, I almost did, but I was too here before you came.’” Next time, I am go¬
embarrassed. Bates is a good school. We ing to go out there and help the guy in the
have a good reputation (for what it is worth). orange sweatshirt. I hope that you know why,
From time to time this college community and will join me. I know that this can not
makes great efforts, and does much good, for measure up to alcohol issues or parking
the greater community... but sometimes we spaces, but hey, I have to scream sometimes
lack what some might call “common sense.” too.
This is not the first time I have seen this lone
man in his yellow truck sweeping the streets Sincerely,
late at night or early in the morning. I guess Michael J. Schlechter ’99

Speak freely and frankly
Continued from Page 5

seems with joy or anger, and for that I’m em¬
barrassed. I have done myself the ultimate
injustice. I have kept my mouth shut when I
should have spoken out. In that silence, I have
inadvertently done you too an injustice. That
injustice has been when 1 could have de¬
fended a fellow student’s right to place an
offensive poster up on campus and he was
struck down by a committee here on cam¬
pus. And that’s not the only time. I’ve kept
my mouth shut, and learned that if I did noth¬

ing, then nothing happened, and my rights
are that much more impinged upon.
You may be asking yourself; why
should I go out on a limb like this and voice
an opinion that people are going to criticize
me for? You should take this chance because
you are a college student. You should do it if
(dare I say somethingpassionately patriotic)
you are an American. But most importantly
you should do it for you. Your opinion counts.
Your opinion is equal, respectable and im¬
portant for the sake of both honesty and con¬
tinued discussion.

Got something to sound off on?
We might not let you swear, but...

Additional postal correspondence can be mailed to the above address.
Reach the Bates Student by telephone at (207) 795-7494, or by fax at (207) 786-6035.
Subscription rates are $25 for the academic year, or $15 per semester. Checks should
be made payable to The Bates Student.

You just might feel better.
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is currently accepting
applications for the
1998-99 editorial board.

The following positions are available:

i

Editor-in-Chief
Business Manager
News Editor
Forum Editor
Features Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editor
Advertising Manager
Online Editor
Assistant Online Editor

Interested parties should e-mail a letter of intent to
thebatesstudent@abacus. bates, edu.
Application deadline is April 1.
Questions? E-mail the above address.
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Features
Catwalks and coffee: International Festival 1998
A weekend of events sponsored by the International Club highlight cultures that are far away and close to home
“Bates, to my knowledge, had never
had a fashion show, and a lot of people told
me they thought having one would be a good
A little over a year ago, the first ever idea,” she said. “I thought that this [the fash¬
International Festival was held here at Bates ion show] would also be a good way to pro¬
College. This festival, called “Matsuri,” in¬ mote cultural awareness, which is the whole
cluded a speaker, films, dances, and many purpose of the festival. Plus, I like fashion.”
A total of twenty-five models partici¬
other events designed to increase the Bates
pated in the show,
community’s aware¬
showcasing outfits
ness of international
from every continent
issues and concerns.
“/
except Australia and
This year’s
Antarctica. Even
festival, called sim¬
Bates fashion was
ply International
featured in the
Festival 1998, had
event.
similar goals at it’s
“Despite a few
heart, according to
screw-ups, I think it
International Club
went very well,” said
Co-Coordinator
Nguyen. “The mod¬
Makoto Wada ’99.
els really put a lot of
“We also fol¬
effort into it, and
lowed the same basic
helped make it a suc¬
outline that was used
cess.”
to put together last
Nguyen also
year’s festival,” he
added that she’d like
said. “The only ma¬
to see another fash¬
jor change this year
Hanh Nguyen ’00
ion show organized
was the inclusion of
next year, even if
the Fashion Show.”
The first annual International Fashion she’s abroad.
“I’d like to do another one, because
Show was held last Friday in the Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall. It was co-sponsored by I know that we can improve on it. I think
that the next fashion show will be bigger and
the International Club and Sangai Asia.
The motivation for this fashion show better,” she concluded.
Peggy Jost, the teaching assistant for
was twofold, according to Hanh Nguyen ’00,
the German department, enjoyed the fashwho organized the event.
By JOSH C. POPICHAK
Staff Writer

thought that this
[the fashion show]
would also be a good
way to promote
cultural awareness,
which is the whole
purpose of the
festival. ”

ion show but remarked that her favorite
event was the International Coffeehouse,
held Saturday night.
“I liked it [the coffeehouse] because
the people who performed really gave it an
international atmosphere. Their perfor¬
mances helped make Chase Lounge very
cozy and warm,” Jost said.
The coffeehouse, in fact, drew one of
the largest crowds of all of this year’s festi¬
val events. It featured approximately ten per¬
formances, by both groups (such as the
newly-formed women’s choral ensemble,
Cultured Voices) and individuals, and accord¬
ing to Wada, helped end the festival on a high
note.
In characterizing the success of the
festival as a whole, Wada said that he was
pleased, and that “the festival’s success re¬
flected the considerable amount of effort
which the members of the International Club
put into it over the two months that we Spent
planning it.”
Wada also credited Associate Dean of
Students Jarties Reese with the success of
the festival.
“I would especially like to thank Dean
Reese for his assistance in organizing this
year’s festival,” said Wada. “He was instru¬
mental in organizing the event, and also in
helping out with the last-minute details and
unexpected problems we faced this year.”
Look for the next International Festi-

Carmita McCoy, associate dean of admissions and director
multicultural recruitment, shows off a “bubu” from Ghana.
_Tina Iyer photo

val to be held this time next year.
Until then, Wada hopes that the Bates
community will continue to expand its-awareness of the many multicultural issues and
artistic contributions highlighted by this an¬
nual event.

Healthcare and Portland’s Vietnamese Community
Lien Le’s T.G.IB lecture highlights issues close to home
By TINA IYER
Features Editor
Lien Le ’99 exemplifies the motivation
between the T.G.I.F. lecture series: “ a con¬
nection between the academy and the world
around us.” Her research on the barriers of
healthcare for Portland’s Vietnamese com¬
munity has joined “both who I am and what
I’m interested in,” said Le.
A member of the Vietnamese commu¬
nity in Portland, Le is also interested in the
healthcare industry and its issues and aims
to one day attend medical school.
“As part of the community, sometimes
I felt troubled because so many are not get¬
ting appropriate healthcare,” she said.
According to Le, many Vietnamese do
not even seek medical assistance. Because
of the size of this small community, these
concerns affect Le directly.
Through a Bates Service Learning
grant, Le spent last summer working at the
Maine Medical Center’s Internal Clinic. She
conducted informal research on her lecture
topic, interviewing 30 people with the help
of detailed questionnaires.
Her questions addressed socio¬
demographic factors such as the
interviewees English language skills, their
healthcare or insurance plan, their length of
residence in theTJ.S, their past medical his¬
tory, and how they utilized healthcare in Viet¬
nam.
“What I found out was that the most

apparent barriers to adequate and appropri¬
ate healthcare for the Vietnamese commu¬
nity was lack of financial resources, insuffi¬
cient English skills, incomplete comprehen¬
sion of the U.S. healthcare system, and also
conflicting cultural beliefs,” said Le.
She will elaborate on the factors be¬
hind these barriers at her Friday afternoon
lecture, titled “Healthcare Barriers in the
Vietnamese Community in Portland, Maine”
at 4:15 in Carnegie 113.

Junior Lien Le.

Think about editing for
The Bates Student next year.

Tina Iyer plwto

Senior Jessica Lindoerfer delivers her T.G.I.F. lecture on “Recognizing Franco-American Culture in Lewiston” last Friday, February 27. (Erin Mullinphoto)

If you're reading this over dinner Friday night, there are only 1912 hours until graduation.
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Lunch at Austin’s
Meet Timothy Chin, new dad and seasoned professor
By TINA IYER
Features Editor
It seemed best to begin my conversa¬
tion with Assistant Professor of English
Timothy Chin with a question about his tenmonth old daughter, Clara. I had no past
experience with Chin to base this idea upon;
I do know, however, that most new parents
like to be asked about their children.
Clara is fine, she is wonderful, she is
excellent, Chin said. Given my general igno¬
rance of ten-month old children, I asked Chin
exactly what babies do at such an age. Chin
explained that Clara is now pulling herself
up onto things - coffee tables, chairs. Ever
the trooper, Clara doesn’t li^e to crawl. No,
the youngest Chin wants to stand.
But Clara is of course more than the
sum of her daily accomplishments to Chin.
Her own new-to-the-world perspective is a
constant reminded to Chin that there is more
to life than academia.
Chin’s life here at Bates for the past
six years has, however, clearly been focused
on academia. But it is an academic world that
is always tied to the reality of Chin’s own life
experience as well as the experiences of his
students.
Although a member of the English de¬
partment faculty, Chin was also hired to teach
in the programs of African American and
American Cultural Studies. The promise and
potential of these departments was part of
what attracted Chin to Bates. He looked for¬
ward to “the possibility of teaching in pro¬
grams that were new at the time,” said Chin.
We mutually agreed, of course, that the
newness of these programs is itself program;
both African American Studies and Ameri¬
can Cultural Studies programs were insti¬
tuted in 1991.
Over our two cups of coffee and Chin’s
Austin’s daily special, Chin explained his
background. It is this which makes Chin a
particular asset to all of these disciplines,
and enables him to offer a unique contribu¬
tion to the Bates community.
Of Chinese descent, Chin was born in
Jamaica and spent the first ten years of his
life there; his family then relocated to New

York. Chin grinned and said, “We lived in
Jamaica, Queens.”
His background is a surprise to most
people, “Among the different kinds of images
that exist in America about Jamaica, one is
that it is a black nation,” he said. While there
are many of African heritage on the island,
there are many different ethnicities, such as
South Asians and Chinese, that make up the
population, Chin said.
The earliest waves of migrants from
South Asia and China were indentured ser¬
vants, who quickly moved into other fields.
“The Chinese, for example, moved into a particular economic niche, which was
shopkeeping,” said Chin.
Later migrants, such as Chin’s father,
who moved to Jamaica after the second
World War, came because of family connec¬
tions and other job opportunities.
While Chin asserts that there were
tightly-knit communities of Chinese and In¬
dians in Jamaica, they were not self-enclosed
groups. “Most of the academic literature
says that the Chinese were insular. That’s
true to a certain extent,” said Chin, who
noted that there are certainly bonds between
people that create a community. But there
was also a great deal of intermingling be¬
tween ethnic groups. Chin’s grandmother is
half Chinese and half Afro-Caribbean.
Chin mentioned “the different ways
that race is constructed in the United States
as opposed to somewhere like Jamaica.” In
the U.S., racial construction divides between
black and white, with the other ethnicities
and races made more peripheral. In Ja¬
maica, black refers more literally to the color
of a person’s skin.
Such a difference in the distinctions
between groups of people makes for an in¬
teresting study when people from the Carib" bean move to the United States. Chin has
done work on Caribbean migration and the
issues of identity in relation to the AfroCaribbeans who moved. Often, these emi¬
gres felt pressured by the label of “black¬
ness” that the U.S. had created and imposed
upon them.
For Chin, this same pressure was felt
in a different form. Chin felt that he had to

Lunch at Austin's will return in two
weeks, once Tina recuperates from her
thesis.
Around Cyberspace will return next
week: once Rob recuperates from his
case of senioritis.

Need a summer job?
Earn $3500-5000+!
Get a Tan While Working
Outside!
Create Your Own
Flexible Hours.
No Experience
Necessary.
Work for
College Pro Painters
in the Metro Boston Area.
Call Wardreath at
(207) 795-0316.

Assistant Professor of English Timothy Chin, far away from all the Jamaica’s that he’s known.

identity as an Asian-American. “There was
a pressure to fit a category,” he said. But he
was never quite comfortable with the label,
feeling that the issues for the Chinese or
Japanese who had migrated to the U.S. were
not the same as for him, a Chinese Jamai¬
can.
It has “taken me time to reclaim that
[Asian] part of me,” said Chin, who contends
with the Asian, the Jamaican, and the Ameri¬
can that all lie within him. Chin has thus
found a “spiritual and academic home” in the
disciplines of African American and Ameri¬
can Cultural Studies.
I questioned Chin about his participa¬
tion in last fall’s T.G.I.F. lecture series,
themed “Conversations on Race.” As the
semester progressed, I noted, the lectures did
in fact become more discussion oriented, and
more intense. The series, as it was, “ex¬
ploded.”
Chin explained that he, Associate Pro¬
fessor of Anthropology Val Carnegie, Assis¬
tant Professor of Political Science Patrick
Rivers, and Lecturer of Theater William
Pope.L were all friends who discussed their
lectures and their possibilities. “We all felt
that any part of talking about race here at
Bates should involve looking at ourselves and
at the institution,” said Chin.
For his own lecture, Chin brought three
students from one of his seminar classes and

Tina Iyer photo

made them the focal point of the discussion.
For Chin, the issues of his students as they
participate in and experience a class is of
vital importance.
While there are intellectual elements,
the issue of race also “affects the classroom
dynamic at the most rudimentary level,” said
Chin. It affects the very nature of the class
discussion, and Chin has noticed that “often
students of color get put in defensive posi¬
tions.”
Chin laments this defensiveness be¬
cause these students are often unable to fo¬
cus on their own individual learning.
Chin and I moved into a lengthy con¬
versation on writers and how to read texts so busy was I conversing with Chin that I,
unfortunately and unabashedly, stopped tak¬
ing notes. What I gathered most from Chin,
however, was his very genuine desire to
“train students to read better.”
His aim, as a teacher and as a person,
is to impart the importance of critical think¬
ing and our own culpability and complicity
as we read texts, specifically of historically
marginalized people.

Austin’s Fine Wines and Foods
78 Main St. in Auburn
783-6312

Have the Summer
of a Lifetime! ^
Work at a premier
coed summer camp in
Maine where lifelong friend¬
ships and memories are made. We will
be at Bates College on Tue, Feb. 10 to
interview counselors and instructors
for this summer. To set up an interview
or receive more information, please
phone us toll free at 1-888-528-7357,
and visit our extensive website at
www.camplaurelsouth.com.

Laurel South
Mcime
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Cah Corner: of Bugs and Beetles
Senior Sarah Bartos’ 1976 Volkswagen Beetle is this week’s set of wheels
By JASON KIM

Staff Writer
If there ever were an inauspicious
beginning to a car company, it would be
that of Volkswagen. As a German company
started by Hitler, Volkswagen was created
to provide cheap transportation for the
masses of his Third Reich.
However, Volkswagen quickly rose
up from the ashes of World War II to be¬
come one of the top auto manufacturers
in the world. The automobile that helped
make all this happen was the VW Beetle.
Originally designed by Ferdinand
Porsche, the Beetle quickly became one of
the most popular cars in the world (the
Toyota Corolla is the all-time best seller).
Cheap, reliable (at least some say), and full
of character, the “People’s Car” left its de¬
finitive mark on the world, ending up in
the hands of over 21 million people by 1978.
Throughout its long career, the
“Bug," as it is affectionately called, saw
production all over Europe, South
America, Mexico, Southeast Asia, and Af¬
rica.
Production still takes place today in
Mexico, where a walk down the streets of
Cancun feels like a time warp into the days
of bellbottoms and Woodstock.
Still, with abundant parts available
as well as dirt cheap prices, millions of
these rear engine Bugs bustle down the
roads of many developing cities, while
some older models have come to be collec¬
tor items, residing in their owners’ tem¬
perature controlled garages.
In addition, the inexpensive and
simple nature of the bug make it extremely
easy to modify Many owners treat their

Bugs as empty canvases ripe for artistic and
self expression, turning them into anything
from lowriders to convertibles.
The 1976 Topaz-Gold fuel injected Bug
belonging to Sarah Bartos ’98 isn’t one that
was built in a particularly special year, and
its lines remain almost identical to the first
ones built. But the fact that it is in near per¬
fect condition is astonishing given the fre¬
quency of rusting in these vehicles.
Bartos’ rear wheel drive VW, as well
as every other Bug, screams out simplicity.
The four cylinder, air cooled rear engine isn’t
exactly made to deliver whiplash inducing
sprints to 60 MPH, “but it gets decent
pickup,” said Bartos.
With its ease of maintenance and reli¬
ability, it definitely helps you get to wherever
you want to go, with plenty of gas to spare
with the aid of the 4-speed manual transmis¬
sion (automatics were not an option).
Technically, it is a four seater, though
your rear passengers might have to be win¬
ners of the Kentucky Derby to fit comfort¬
ably. Inside, the standard AM radio blends
into the center console nicely (the only op¬
tion on the Bug was an 8 track), while the
single, giant speedometer soaks up the en¬
tire dashboard.
Originally from Ohio, Bartos pur¬
chased the Beetle this past August from its
original owner in Keene, New Hampshire for
her twenty-first birthday.
“I’ve always wanted one...I’ve always
been aBug fan,” she said. The Beetle remains
all original, minus some necessary modern
fixings such as a new floorboard and a new
coat of paint on the fender (due to a little
rust).
After the survival of its first Maine win¬
ter, Bartos is completely satisfied with her

Bates anthropologist gamers award
Loring M. Danforth, professor of an¬
thropology at Bates College, has received an
honorable mention in the competition for the
American Ethnological Society’s 1997 senior
book award.
Danforth’s book “The Macedonian
Conflict: Ethnic Nationalism in a
Transnational World” concerns the claims to
and construction of Macedonian identity in
Northern Greece and Australia.
“The strength of Danforth’s book is his
detailed examination of opposing sides con¬
testing ownership for Macedonian identity
and the legitimacy of an independent
Macedonian state,” Anthropology Newsletter
reported.
The work also was selected by
CHOICE, a book review service for academic
libraries, for its 1996 list of outstanding aca¬
demic books and has been translated into
Macedonian. A Greek translation is sched¬
uled for later this year.
“The translations are nice for me be¬
cause the people I wrote about can then use
the book and show it to other people,”
Danforth, a cultural anthropologist, said.
Published by Princeton University
Press, Danforth examines the Macedonian
conflict in light of contemporary theoretical
work on ethnic nationalism, the construction
of national identities and cultures, the inven¬
tion of tradition and the role of the state in
building a nation.
The conflict is set in the broader con¬
text of Balkan history and the more narrow
context of the recent disintegration of Yugo¬

slavia. The book concludes with an analysis
of the construction of identity on an indi¬
vidual level among immigrants from north¬
ern Greece who have settled in Australia,
where multiculturalism is an official policy.
On sabbatical leave this year from
Bates, Danforth recently returned from a
four-month stay at the University of
Melbourne where he conducted further re¬
search on the lives of Macedonian immi¬
grants in Australia.
While there, he also studied issues con¬
nected with Australian nationalism and
multiculturalism. Danforth will support the
second half of his sabbatical leave with a
National Endowment of the Humanities Fel¬
lowship for College Teachers and Indepen¬
dent Scholars, an award which will allow him
to write on his recent research.
Danforth is also the author of “The
Death Rituals of Rural Greece” and
“Firewalking and Religious Healing: The
Anastenaria of Greece and the American
Firewalking Movement,” both published by
Princeton University Press.
Danforth has been a member of the
Bates faculty since 1985. The recipient of a
number of prestigious grants and fellowships
including a Fulbright Fellowship to conduct
research at the University of Melbourne,
Danforth graduated from Amherst College
and received master’s and doctoral degrees
from Princeton University
A1967 graduate of the Roxbury Latin
School, he lives in Lewiston with his wife,
Margaret Rotundo, and their two children.

Celebrate
Int’l Women’s Month

Write
for

Bug.
“It’s excellent...incredible. I haven’t
experienced any problems with it, and it also
starts up immediately,” she said enthusias¬
tically. Bartos also mentioned that the Bug
is amazingly fun to own. “People wave to you,
[and] flash you a peace sign whenever you
drive down the road,” she said. “I would defi¬
nitely recommend the Bug experience.”
Perhaps because of this remaining
enthusiasm with the Bug, this upcoming
spring, Volkswagen will put up for sale its
1999 model “New Beetle.”
Though extremely modern looking in¬
side and out, the New Beetle is instantly rec¬
ognizable, sharing the same lines as older
models but is eerily different.
This time around, the New Beetle has
a front engine layout driving the front wheels,
and a water cooled 4 cylinder engine, with
disc brakes at all four corners as well as air
bags for both front passengers. Antilock
brakes make its way into the vehicle, as does
power everything.
The biggest difference, however, is the
price. By checking all the option boxes, the
sticker comes close to $20,000. That’s way
far more than the several thousand dollars
needed to call one of these bugs your own
decades ago.
But at least you get a standard flower
vase mounted in the dash (yes, a vase). Who
says the days of flower power are dead?

Features.
Meetings
Sundays
@7:30

p.m.
Chase 224

If you and your auto are
interested in being apart of
the “Cah Corner, ’’please feel
free to e-mail us at
thebatesstudent@abacus
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The Arts
Hometown hero Hartley returns to Portland
By PARKER AGELASTO
Staff Writer
At the time when Patricia McDonell
and the Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum
at the University of Minnesota organized the
exhibition Marsden Hartley: American
Modern, The Portland Museum of Art was
not included among the several museums
across the country that would display the
collection of lone and Hudson Walker. Maine,
however, would not be excluded from host¬
ing this, the largest exhibition of Marsden
Hartley’s work to date.
As many may know, Hartley was a na¬
tive of Lewiston, ME and passionate for the
state that is truly “the way life should be.”
As a child Hartley’s love of the area prompted
him to remain in Auburn as the rest of his
family moved to Ohio. Throughout his life¬
time he sought every opportunity to return
to Maine. What lured him home from Paris,
Berlin, Mexico, New York, and Santa Fe were
not only Maine’s coast and people, but the
Presidential mountains to the west. Hartley
was deeply attached to the great outdoors.
While hiking in Maine, Hartley pro¬
duced numerous sketches of the mountains.
In Germany he spent weeks in the Alps draw¬
ing mountains that were truthful in their de¬
piction and accurate to the smallest detail.
Even after he had left New Mexico, Hartley
relived the southwest peaks in his wonder¬
fully colored paintings of the desert.
Marsden Hartley is best known in art
history as being one of the first American
avant-garde artists. However, this starving
vagabond of an artist somehow managed to
move from his factory job in Lewiston, to a
position at a quarry in Ohio, to an open din¬
ner invitation with Gertrude Stein in Paris,
to a homosexual relationship with an army

officer in Berlin, to several one-man shows
at Alfred Steiglitz’s “291” in New York, all
the while frequently returning to Maine. Af¬
ter four decades of his gypsy lifestyle in
which Hartley never remained anywhere for
more than ten months, he died in 1943, in
Ellsworth, ME.
Now he is back in a posthumous show
at the Portland Museum of Art. Marsden
Hartley: American Modern is a wonderful
retrospective of his career. It includes works
from Paris, Berlin, Mexico, New York, Santa
Fe, and Maine. The paintings and drawings
include still lifes, portraits, and several fabu¬
lous mountain scenes. More importantly, the
exhibition is as much about Hartley’s life as
his work, which are necessarily intertwined.
Reflecting aspects of Hartley’s autobiogra¬
phy, Somehow a Past, the wall placards in¬
form the visitor about the artist’s numerous
friendships, his sexuality, and his frequent
travels.
In addition to this travelling exhibition,
The Portland Museum of Art has also dis¬
played its own significant collection of
Hartley’s work, of which only a few are usu¬
ally on permanent display. This makes Maine
host to the largest exhibit of Hartley’s work.
Marsden Hartley: American Modem is a
definite must for everyone. If you did not
have a chance to go with the Bates Art Soci¬
ety this past Saturday, try to make it by April
26,1998 before the exhibit ends.
But, hey! Wait! There is always the
Marsden Hartley Memorial Collection here
at Bates. Right now in the lower level of the
Bates College Museum of Art, four drawings,
four oil paintings, numerous mementos, jew¬
elry, and even Hartley’s paint palette are on
view. So see for yourself what a hometown
hero can achieve.

Marsden Hartley. One Portrait of One Woman, about 1913. Oil on composition board, 30 x 251/4 inches. University Art
Museum, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Portland Museum of Art photo

Arts in Maine
Bates to stage “The Seagull”
Theater at Bates will stage four per¬
formances of Anton Chekov’s tragicomedy
“The Seagull” Thursday March 5, Friday
March 6 and March 7 at 8 p.m. and Sunday
March 8 at 2 p.m. in Schaeffer Theatre.
Tickets are $6 for general admissions and
$3 for senior citizens and students. For res¬
ervations and additional ticket information,
call the box office at 207786-6161.
The magic of love and the theater
mingle in this landmark work by the great
Russian dramatist Chekov, called “the gen¬
tlest of and most impersonal of all the great
modern dramatists” by Robert Brustein of
the American Repertory Theater.
Directed by Paul Kuritz, professor of
theater at Bates, and translated by Anna
Dunnigan, the Bates production features
Catherine Kemp ‘98 as Arkadina; Adam Th¬
ompson ‘00 as Treplev; Jeremy Sewell ’01
as Sorin; Darcy Donald ‘98 as Nina,
Brendan Phalan ’99 as Shamrayev; Kristen
Calvin ‘00 as Polina; Susan Schaffer ‘01 as
Masha; Jay Pringle ‘98 as Trigorin; Sumner
Andrews ‘01 as Dorn; John Ambrosino ‘01
as Medvedenko; Robert Williams ‘00 as
Yakov; Duncan Murdoch ‘01 as the cook,
and Chloe-Lara Russack ‘01 as the House¬
maid.

Jazz Tap/Hop Tour With
Rennie Harris
For dance in March L/A Arts is bringing
Dance Umbrella’s Jazz Tap/Hip Hop Tour
to the Lewiston Middle School on Friday,
March 13, 1998 at 8 pm. Advance tickets
are $20 (section A), $16 (section B) and $14

pieces by artists such as Schubert and
Faure, performed by herself and accompa¬
nied by John Corrie, her instructor, on pi¬
ano.

Other Events...
Friday, March 6
Maine Chamber Ensemble performs
Brahms Serenade #2 and Bach, Concerto
for Violin and oboe. Admission: $15 at the
door, $12.50/11.50. Call 207-782-1403 for
information. 8 p.m. Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall

Bob Williams ’00 (left) and Jay Pringle ’98 in Anton
Chekov’s “The Seagull. ”
College Relations photo

(student/senior discount- section B only). All
seats are reserved. For more information call
L/A Arts at 1-800-639-2919 or (207) 782-7228

Senior Thesis in Music:
Neva Corbo-Hudak
Bates College soprano, Neva Corbo-Hudak
will perform her senior thesis at the Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall Saturday March 7 at 7
p.m. The public is invited free of charge.
Corbo-Hudak’s performance will include 16

Saturday, March 7
Sunday, March 8
Spring 1998 Foreign Film Series: Anna, di¬
rected by Nikita Mikhalkov. This documen¬
tary juxtaposes the collapse of the Soviet
Union with the growth of the director’s
daughter Anna over the course of 13 years.
Admission: $5/$2.
March 7 at 7 p.m.
March 8 at 2 p.m.
Room 105, Olin Arts Center
Wednesday, March 11
Spiritual Series: slide presentation and lec¬
ture with monographer William Hart
McNichols on A Painter’s Spiritual Jour¬
ney: Images and Icons.
4:30 p.m. Room 104, Olin Arts Center
Saturday, March 14
Sunday, March 15
Bates College Orchestra, directed by Wil¬
iam Matthews. Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall

From the Archives:
Fat Boy Slim
By ADAM BLAU
Staff Writer
Fat Boy Slim is best described as a
funk band. Funk with a heavy dose of techno.
What differentiates Fat Boy Slim from the
Chemical Brothers, for example, is their wide
variety of musical styles. Track #3 includes
several different instruments with a dash of
rock ‘n’ roll, while track #6 is straight up
techno. Song #2 is reminiscent of an old scifi movie with a strong ambient feel. Yet it
has a guitar foreground that keeps me from
dozing off. Track #5 is their most popular
song, one that will boost Fat Boy Slim to star¬
dom. “Punk to Funk” is an accurate descrip¬
tion of the song. “Michael Jackson” is not a
remix of a Jackson song, instead it highlights
Slim’s ability to put a hard-rock guitar into
the album. Granted, if you like constancy you
won't find many of the same styles on the
album. You will, however, appreciate “Next
to Nothing.”

Listen to
WRBC.
(especially Tuesday
nights from 10:30 to 12)
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Sports
W’s hoops wins second NCAA bid
Wins against Bowdoin and Colby help bring team to championships
By WILL RICHARDSON
Staff Writer
«.
Last week was an exciting one for the
Bates women’s basketball team as they
achieved a national ranlc of 18th in Division
III, won the CBB title with convincing wins
over both Colby and Bowdoin, and were se¬
lected for the NCAA Division III Women’s
Basketball Tournament. The Bobcats fin¬
ished the regular season with a 21-3 record
and a nine-game winning streak, both of
which are school records.
On February 24 the Bobcats hosted the
Colby White Mules with hopes of a season
sweep. They had beaten the Mules twice
early in the year, but both were tight battles
that went down to the wire. In this game the
Bobcats came out of the gate fast and hit 10
of their first 11 shots. Their full court press
was relentless, but still the Mules held close,
only down at the half by three points, 35-32.
Colby got as close as two midway through
the second half, but soon the Bobcats put the
game out of reach and won 80-73. Junior co¬
captain Colleen McCrave recorded her sec¬
ond triple-double of the season with a gamehigh of 21 points, 14 assists, and 12 rebounds.

Her 14 assists were one short of a school
record and equaled her career high. Sopho¬
mores Emily King and Jolene Thurston also
helped propel Bates to victory with 21 points
and 10 rebounds, and 14 points and 11 re¬
bounds respectively.
After the Colby game the Bobcats trav¬
eled to Bowdoin
last Saturday in
hopes of avenging
an early-season
71-61 loss to the
Polar Bears and
winning the CBB
title. The game
also carried more
weight because if
the Bobcats won
they would most
likely receive a
first-round bye in
the NCAA tourna¬
ment. The Bobcats
played a sloppy
first half in which
they made several turnovers and took many
ill-advised shots. Still, they only trailed 3226 at the half. Coach Murphy must have said
something inspirational in the locker room

because the Bobcats opened up the second
half with a 20-3 run behind the hot hand of
first-year forward Kate McLaughlin. With
the support of many Batesies at the game,
once the Bobcats got the lead they never
trailed again. Their full-court press was suf¬
focating and completely threw the Polar
Bears off their
game. First-year
Katy Dutille also
stepped it up as
she scored 19 of
her game-high 20
points in the sec¬
ond half. She
made
many
clutch
freethrows in the fi¬
nal five minutes
to ice the game.
Junior guard
Kristen Porter
made an incred¬
ible contribution
off the bench
with a season high 11 points. Final score:
Bates 65, Bowdoin 59. The 1998 CBB Cham¬
pionship was Bates’ once again as they fin¬
ished with a 3-1 mark in the series. This vic¬

tory also helped the Bobcats clinch an all im¬
portant first round bye in the NCAA Tourna¬
ment.
With the regular season complete, the
Bates women’s basketball team will begin
their post-season quest on Saturday in
Alumni Gymnasium in the second round of
the NCAA Division III Basketball Champion¬
ship. They will play the winner of the Salem
State College(22-4) and Clark University(207) game. The Bobcats are seeded second in
their region and are pregame favorites. They
seem poised for this game, and playing in
front of a rowdy home crowd doesn’t hurt.
Last year the Bobcats were also supposed
to have a home playoff game, but the court
wasn’t regulation size so they had to play on
the road. Over the summer the court was
lengthened and now the Bobcats dream has
come true: a home playoff game. So this Sat¬
urday come watch the explosive Bates
women’s basketball team finish what they
started last year. Also, this will be your last
chance to hear the voice of the Bobcats, Pete
Mason, in action. Get out this Saturday and
support your team.

Men’s Squash wins Conroy Trophy
By MATT EPSTEIN
Staff Writer

Bates beat Columbia, the Bobcats should
have been seeded higher then the Lions, who
were placed 6th in Division III, 22nd overall.
The Bates mens squash team con¬ However, the committee in charge of seedings
cluded its season on Feb. 22 with a strong 8- disagreed, citing Bates’ loss to MIT, the team
1 win over Haverford College in the finals of seeded last in Division III.
the National Intercolle¬
Thus,
with
giate Squash Racquets
Weymouth’s mission in
Association’s (NISRA)
mind, the Bobcats ar¬
Conroy Division (Division
rived at Princeton’s
IV). The win placed the
Dillon Gymnasium on
Bobcats at 25th in the na¬
Saturday, Feb. 21 for an
tion with an 8-11 record.
8 a.m. first round match
The win at nation¬
against lightly regarded
als was Bates’ first in any
Penn State. Round one
division. Last year the
proved easier then ex¬
Bobcats lost to Wesleyan
pected, as 8th seeded
in the Summers Trophy
PSU never showed up,
(Division III) final.
defaulting the match.
Though the team played
This allowed the ’Cats to
a much harder schedule
rest up
for the
this year, as shown by its
afternoon’s semifinal,
record, with nine oppo¬
against the University of
Sandy Weymouth, ‘98
nents in Divisions I and II,
California-Berkeley.
they were seeded in the
Fourth seeded
lower division for nationals, a decision that Cal turned out to be the strongest test of the
was met with some disappointment by the tournament for Bates, but the Bobcats re¬
team.
sponded with one of their best matches of
“At first we were angry for being placed the year. “The victory over Cal. Berkeley
in the fourth division. For the last three years demonstrated that all the hard work through¬
our team has gone to Nationals and fought out the season was well worth it. This was
for the top seed in Division III, so this was a the first match all season in which we won
bit of a disappointment. We made the best of every spot on the ladder from 4-9, quite an
it though by making it our mission to destroy accomplishment considering that three of
all of the teams we played,” said co-captain those players were playing their first year of
Sandy Weymouth ‘98.
varsity squash,” said Coach Paul Gastonguay.
The prevailing feeling was that since
At the number four position,

“We made the
best of it, though,
by making it our
mission to
destroy all of the
teams we
played. ”

Weymouth had an impressive comeback, go¬
ing down zero games to two before winning
the last three despite increasing pain from
compartment syndrome in his shins. He was
followed by strong wins at each of the next 5
positions with Christian Stalkamp ’00, Sam
Judd ’98, Mike Foster ’00,
Matt Kaulbach ’00 and
Matt Epstein ’00 all whip¬
ping their Cal opponents.
For most of the
year, the bottom half of
the ladder was unable to
consistently lock up
matches for the team as
it so commonly did last
year. Saturday was the
first time that everyone
was fired up and ready to
play at the same time.
Despite the unfor¬
tunate events that fol¬
lowed on Saturday night,
Coach Paul
the team was able to re¬
main fired up going into
Sunday’s championship. Bates found itself
getting little respect at the NISRA Banquet
that night, getting seated next to the pool
rather then in the room where the dinner was
actually taking place. Making the best of it,
Stalkamp was able to persuade a player from
Hamilton to jump in said pool, a highlight for
everyone’s evening.
Worse, the Bobcats were forced to
abandon a longstanding tradition of team
bonding on road trips when no one was able
to locate a VCR. There was HBO, but it

wasn’t the same.
Nevertheless, on Sunday morning,
Bates was clearly ready to play, and the de¬
cided favorite against a Haverford team that
lost 9-0 to the ’Cats twice last year.
In the exhibition match, Matt Roselli
’01, new to the game this
year,
destroyed
Haverford’s number 10
in less then 15 minutes,
despite not having
played in 3 days for want
of an adversary.
“It was a trying
season after last year's
success but we ended it
on a very positive note,
taking home the Conroy
trophy.”
said
Gastonguay.
This past week¬
end, Sean Doherty ’01
Gastonguay and Eric Sanders ’99
competed at the NISRA
Individual Champion¬
ships at Amherst College. Both lost in the
first round to highly seeded players.
“I was glad to have the opportunity to
go to Individuals, and despite losing both
matches, had a great time and learned a lot
from the experience. Sean played very well
against two tough opponents but was edged
out of the consolation round by the MIT #1
in the tiebreaker in the 5th game, the same
way that Sean had defeated him just a few
weeks before at MIT during the regular sea¬
son,” reported Sanders.

“It was a
trying season
after last
year’s success,
but we ended it
on a very
positive note... ”

Want your voice to be heard?
Want to have control over some unruly pages?
Take charge - apply for one of next year’s editorial positions.
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Put me in, Coach... please?
By DAVE RICHTER

Sports Columnist
I realize that I promised a few drunk
hockey players that I'd write about them this
week, but this is personal. Sorry guys, I'll get
you next year. Today's topic: the greatest
overall sport ever, baseball. This will be my
first injury-free spring not playing the sport
since I was six. Unfortunately I haven't got¬
ten all that much better in that time. For a
kid that was smaller than nearly every girl
in his class until the eleventh grade, base¬
ball was the only real sport that I had much
of a chance at.
That still doesn't mean I was ever
any good. I am probably the slowest runner
most of you have ever seen. On my high
school team there was a morbidly obese kid
who could almost beat me in a foot race.
There's that, my arm, which is about as
strong as your average four year old's, and
the fact that I am probably the weakest 170
pound man on this planet. Still, I tried to play

in high school. I played JV as a sophomore,
and again as ajunior. Senioryear I only made
varsity after two kids left the team, and a jer¬
sey opened up for me. My story was like the
high school baseball version of Rudy (For
those of you that don't know, it is the guy
whose life revolved around playing football
for Notre Dame. In the end he got in for two
plays, and was carried off the field). I also
got my one start (God bless senior day), and
went 2 for 4 that day. While that was great,
the best part was just being on the team, es¬
pecially at the end of senior year.
That's what motivated my attempt
at the Bates baseball team. I went to a scrim¬
mage against a local legion team, and went
to all the captain's practices, despite know¬
ing pretty much from the start that I was in
over my head. This spring there will only be
one guy from my high school playing college
baseball. He was the ace of our pitching staff,
and was one of our best hitters, going a full
season without a strikeout. I was last on the
bench in high school. Still, when tryouts

Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball

Women’s Basketball

Bowdoin at Bates, Feb. 28

Bates at Bowdoin, Feb. 28

The Bowdoin College Polar Bears (14-10)
earned a split of the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
conference title with a 77-66 win at Bates (321). Bowdoin and Colby split the season se¬
ries with both teams sweeping Bates.
Bowdoin rushed out to a 16-3 lead to start
the game, but Bates answered with a 17-6
run over the next five minutes to cut the lead
to 22-20. The Polar Bears made two or three
other runs in the half, but the Bobcats an¬
swered all of them, even taking a brief 36-35
lead with 1:05 left in the first half. Bowdoin
scored seven of the last nine points of the
half to take a 42-38 lead into the half. Junior
David Lovely (Milton, Mass.) led all scorers
at the break with 14 points, while first-year
forward Rommel Padonou (Libreville,
Gabon) had 12 points for Bates.
Bowdoin came out firing in the second half,
openingwith a 11-1 run over the first 4:31 to
take a commanding 53-39 lead as Lovely hit
two three pointers and sophomore guard Wil
Smith (Jacksonville, Fla.) hit a trifecta and
two free throws. In the second half, Bowdoin
shot six for 13 from three-point range and
just three of 14 inside the arc. Bates struggled
even more, hitting eight of 27 overall in the
second half. Lovely led all scorers with 24
points, while first-year guard Hugh Coleman
(Lynn, Mass.) had 14 and Smith had 11 points
and 10 rebounds.
For Bates, Padonou had 22 points, while se¬
nior captain Tim Sargent (Morrisville, Vt.)
had 13 points and 10 rebounds in his final
collegiate game. The Bobcats end the sea¬
son having lost 15 in a row. Their 3-21 record
is the worst since 1953-54.
Bowdoin 77, Bates 66

(taken from a Bowdoin College Press Re¬
lease) Bates College first-year center Katy
Dutille (Lebanon, N.H.) scored 20 points and
grabbed nine rebounds, helping the Bobcats
rebounds from a six-point halftime deficit to
knock off Bowdoin, 65-59. Dutille scored 19
of her game-high total in the second half as
Bates (21-3) picked up the 1998 CBB Cham¬
pionship with a 3-1 mark in the series
Bowdoin (12-10) came out strong in the first
half, jumping out to a five-point lead early
and boosting the edge to six points, 32-26, at
the half. Sophomore Samantha Good
(Haverhill, Mass.) was the catalyst to the
Polar Bears start as she canned 12 of her
team-high 18 points in the first frame.
The Bobcats, who await their second straight
NCAA Tournament bid on Sunday, used a 203 run to open the second half and take a lead
they would never give up. First-year forward
Kate McLaughlin (Laconia, N.H.) had 15
points and 11 rebounds, while sophomore
Emily King (Lebanon, N.H.) had 11 points and
10 boards and junior guard Kristen Porter
(Slatersville, R.I) matched a season high 11
points off the bench in the winning effort.
Bates 65, Bowdoin 59

Bowdoin (14-10) - Coleman 5-0-14, Prentice
0-1-1, Dawe 0-0-0, Houser
4-0-10, McKinnon l-O-TUnSurdeTO-O-O,
Sorenson 0-0-0, Buschmann 2-1-5,
Weems 0-0-0, Lovely 8-6-24, Smith 2-6-11,
Baranowski 0-2-2, Masson 0-0-0,
Ranslow 1-5-7, Totals 23-21-77.
Bates (3-21) - Davis 0-3-3, Cacciola-Morales
0-0-0, Scott 0-2-2, Dockery
1- 0-2, Smart 1-1-3, Lynch 3-0-9, Blicharz 0-44, Sargent 5-3-13, Timoll
2- 4-8, Padonou 7-8-22, Reed 0-0-0, Totals 1925-66.
3- point FG - Bowdoin 10 (Coleman 4, Houser
2, Lovely 2, McKinnon, Smith),
Bates 3 (Lynch 3).

Write for sports.
Or Kate gets medieval.

Bates (21-3) - McCrave 2-0-4, mcLaughlin 62-15, Thurston 2-0-4, Dutille
7-6-20, King 4-3-10, Porter 4-0-11, Rosenberg
0-0-0, Totals 21-11-65.
Bowdoin (12-10) - Marshall 3-0-6, Good 7-218, Myers 3-5-11, Little 1-2-4,
LaRochelle 1-0-2, Dargin 6-2-14, Bennett 12- 4, Baron 0-0-0, Totals
22-13-59.
3- point FG - Bates 4 (Porter 3, McLaughlin),
Bowdoin 2 (Good 2).-

rolled around, I noticed there was just no¬
body there. The coach said he would take
about 24 guys, and 21 showed up to tryouts.
For the first time, my hopes were up, until he
told me he didn't plan on taking anyone who
couldn't play.
Playing wasn't even something I did
much of in high school. Still, I started to imag¬
ine scenarios in which this could happen. It
required a large amount of creativity to fig¬
ure out a situation in which I would be get¬
ting into a game. Generally, it involved play¬
ers either getting hurt, leaving school, or
being held hostage by some foreign country.
In any event, it was just not likely. I guess
the coaches weren't as creative as I was in
thinking up plans, as I was subtly called aside
at the practice, and told that it just wasn't
going to happen.
While you will not be seeing my
pathetic play out there this season, I think
everyone should be in attendance. In all se¬
riousness, I think this is the most up and com¬
ing team on campus. In all my time spent with

400M
7
8
9
11

Mark Makela
Kapil Bahl
Brian Curtis
Peter Kawada

55.40
56.15
57.16
58.50

600M Dash
2
Trevor Emory
4
Scott Balicki
5
Adam Kessler
8
Jeff Snyder

1:26.18
1:28.24
1:29.19
1:41.50

55m Dash Finals
5
Erik Zwick
7
Aron Shapiro

6.85
7.00

Long Jump
3
Erik Zwick
5
Aron Shapiro
6
Chris LeBlanc
7
Kevin Stroman

20*6
20’21/4
20'1/4
19'11

35# Weight
1
Lucas Adams
2
Billy McEvila
5
Rob Davis
9—
Eric Potter

56'10
533 1/2
46*7 1/2

them I got the sense that they were in a tran¬
sition period and are more serious about
winning than they have been in past seasons.
One player told me they were once known as
a drinking team with a baseball habit. Not
under the Austin Philbin administration. This
team is serious about breaking .500 this year,
and even qualifying for the post-season. If
they steer clear of all avoidable errors, then
that should be a reasonable goal. I mean, if
they weren't serious about winning they
probably would have taken me on. There are
several freshman on the team who will be
impact players even in their first seasons.
This is a young team with its best years
ahead of it, but they will still be competitive
this season. Exciting things are happening
this preseason for the baseball team, and
they are definitely worth checking out. Lead
by captains Chris Snow, Dan Chisolm, and
Austin Philbin, as well as the extremely ar¬
ticulate Coach Bob Flynn, the baseball team
will certainly provide some excitement on
campus this spring.

Team Scores for the New England Di¬
vision III Championships at Bowdoin,
1. Williams
2. M.l.T.
3. Bates
4. Bowdoin
5. Amherst
6. Brandeis
7. Wheaton
8. Coast Guard
9. Colby
10. UMass Dartmouth

74
72
64
54
52
42
34
31.50
31.50
28

PENTATHLON
4. C. Leblanc 3063
TRIPLE JUMP
1. K. Stroman 14.48
WEIGHT THROW
2. L. Adams 17.57
3. W. McEvila 17.00
1500 METER RUN
2. M. Twiest 3:56.80

•' high jump •:

W

5. J. Snyder 1.83
High Jump
1
Jeff Snyder
3
Trevor Emory
5
Chris LeBlanc
800M Run
2
John McGrath
9
Chris Lau-

6' 1

5'11
5’9

2:00.00

•

5000 METER RUN
3. M. Danahy 15:16.99
IOLE VAULT
l.P. Beeson 4.27

1000M Run
2
Matt Twiest
6
Chris Somma

2:33.18
3:08.45

200M Dash
2
Erik Zwick
6
Peter Beeson
12
John Chapin
13
Jim Spath
15
Mark Jewell

23.00
24.12
26.17
26.26
27.15

4X800 METER RELAY
1. MIT
7:59.78
2. Amherst 8:00.01
3. Bates
8:05.26
4. Wheaton 8:05.57
5. Bowdoin 8:05.63

137
137

%\|\
7

200 METEIl DASH
4. E. Zwick 23.34

2:28.00

Pole Vault
1
Jeff Crowder
3
Peter Beeson
5
Adam Thompson
7
Jim Spath

»“■ '
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Women’s Indoor Track

121

117

Triple Jump
1
Kevin Stroman
3
Aron Shapiro
6
Erik Zwick
7
Chris Colapietro

45'0
41*10 1/2
35*3 1/4
34'5

Shot Put
4
Bill McEvila
8
Lucas Adams

43'21/4
40’91/2

4X400m Relay
3
3:37.8

4X800 Relay
2
8:12.17

State Meet at Colby
1998 Team Results
Bowdoin 214, Colby 178, USM 72, Bates 64 The Bobcats plavced fourth at the State of
Maine Championships held at Colby. Firstyear Jen Winslow took Bates' lone state
championship, winning the 20-pound weight
throw with a heave of 44 feet, 3/4 inches. Se¬
nior co-captain Abby Phelps (Chester, N.H.)
took second place in the 5000-meter run with
a time of 19:04 and third in the 3000 with a
time of 11:07.02, making her the team's top
scorer at the meet.

Men’s Indoor Track
1998 State of Maine Indoor Track and
Field Results
TEAM SCORES: BOWDOIN (67), BATES
(63),COLBY (35), SOUTHERN MAINE (19)
55M Dash Trials
6
Jim Spath
7
Mark Jewell

7.38
7.65

2
3

Erik Zwick
Aron Shapio

6.89
6.93

1500M
1
5

Matt Tweist
Steve Dutton

3:58.64
4:13.57

55M Hurdles
3
Adam Thompson 8.41
5
Scott Balicki
8.75
7
Chris LeBlanc
8.85

Women's squash finishes strong
By SUZANNE DALY
In their final showing of the season
at Yale, the Bobcats were well represented
at Howe Cup, earninga #14 national rank.
This was the second highest finish in Bates
women's squash history, following last
year's #12 rank. Despite falling to Amherst
(1-8) in their first match, Bates valiantly
defeated Vassar (7-2), even after suffering
a loss to them at Colby one week earlier. In
the end, the spirited team play in iheir
match against Vassar was not enough to
overcome Smith, as Bates lost 2-7. Perform¬
ing well for Bates were Kate Hagstrom '01,

who went 3-0 at #9, defeating opponents
from Amherst, Vassar, and Smith, while
Allie Anderson '00, went 2-1, at #8. Say¬
ing farewell to a great career was Anne
Decker, the team's only senior and the #1
player, who polished off the season with a
record of 10-11. Decker went on to play in
the individual nationals at Amherst, Feb.
27 - March 1, along with Janice Michaels
'00. All in all, the team that embodied only
one senior and the rest first years and
sophomores, played a challenging season,
finishingwith a record of 7-14. Coach John
Illigsaid, "Such success with ayoungteam
is very encouraging for the years to come."
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Answer in Commons
That smell that sticks to your clothes in Commons.

“What is the stench
of capitalism?”

“What is the same as the dog $#!*
smell that permeates the Quad?”

Tracy Lyford ’00
Jen Winslow ’00
Rob Davis ’00
Nick Deysher ’00

Jean Nagy ’98
Mya Germaine ’98

“What is the Big Room?”

“What is stir fry?”

anonymous
Middle Room student

Amanda Dixon ’00

Reported by Renee Leduc • Photos by Ellen Leiba

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!

NO CREDIT, NO JOB, NO PARENT-SIGNER, NO SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
VISA

You Can (jualify To Receive
Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

W:w

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

YES I

I want
Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name.
Address.
.State.Zip....

!

Signature......—

Tired of Being Turned Down?
Guaranteed $10,000 In Credit!

